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Melinda Stone
March 12, 2022 at 6:03 pm

The Conditional Acceptance liens for which most people who are being liened the money will come from their off-ledger Social Security
Trust. That’s where the millions come from…since we know a clerk or cop doesn’t have 3 or 6 million. This is how Christopher
Hauser’s CA process is focused on. Bankruptcy clears liens. Like the one Chris put on against his ex-wife.

As to the bonding of public officials….good luck getting that information. I’ve been trying to get the bonds on the 4 muni court judges
and the City employees are NOT giving me the public records. Oregon isn’t using surety bonds…they are self insuring not outsourcing.

Thanks Crrow for admitting you aren’t fully aware of the lien process. That’s impt. to learn.

EFPG
March 12, 2022 at 6:33 pm

Do you need to “get the bonds” in order to make a claim against the bonded wo/man? Wouldn’t a successful claim mean that
those bonds are used to pay the claim, without you needing to access them first?

Kalel
March 12, 2022 at 7:04 pm

You have to put forward a claim to the Insurer first, it’s easier than to sue

Kalel
March 12, 2022 at 7:54 pm

No you don’t need the bonds just the insurance company who is holding it

deadpeoplestuff
March 12, 2022 at 7:55 pm

If I may offer some practical advice; you have to follow a process which begins by you writing to the Corporation/Office
with a ‘letter before claim’ to request their bond/insurance policy details (errors & omissions policy for example) which is
followed by a ‘letter of claim’ – which outlines/details the nature of the claim (grounds) the policy (number) that you are
claiming against with the registered mailing number affixed to the letter of claim.

Kalel
March 12, 2022 at 7:22 pm

Email me I will give you a website

Richard on Texas
March 12, 2022 at 8:11 pm

I found mine on the county clerk search engine. Under real estate. In the search engine I searched last name then first name.
Call your county clerk, tell them you have officials that are breaking the law and have damaged you and are needing their sure‐
ty bond information. If they don’t want to give it ask their name then tell them they are obstructing justice, only say this to them
after you ask multiple times!

Aaron D
March 12, 2022 at 6:33 pm

@KL , in regards to Winston Shrout situation, I would suggest that ” negotiable ” instruments are a contract, between a private living
man and the “new deal” which, encumbered both Treasury and Fed Reserve bank. When he lein the Fed Reserve, he voided all the
contracts prior. In my opinion, that’s when they became “fake”. Let me know your opinion. Thanks.

Kalel
March 12, 2022 at 7:07 pm

I would disagree, as long as you don’t bring the credit into the public, they accepted them for years, they just wanted revenyy

Aaron D
March 12, 2022 at 7:11 pm

Very possible

deadpeoplestuff
March 12, 2022 at 8:08 pm

there is only credit on the public side; we are required to accept or set-off to settle and close the account. they just want
to zero the account and settle the accounting

wasabininja
March 13, 2022 at 4:48 pm

“There is only credit on the public side” That is incorrect. There is no credit on the public side, only debt. All the
credit is in the private.

“The validity of the PUBLIC DEBT of the United States…shall not be questioned.” -14th Amendment

deadpeoplestuff
March 14, 2022 at 6:03 am

Yes, I stand corrected. The point I was trying to make (mistakenly) is that the ‘system’ (public) only
recognises debits and credits – but as you say the credit is only on the private side.

deadpeoplestuff
March 12, 2022 at 8:04 pm

No. What many/most believe are ‘negotiable instruments’ are in fact securities and so inadvertently end up falling foul of the
securities & exchange commission. Further, they are public debt instruments and as long as Winston was setting off his own
public debt he was (in fact) operating correctly. However, as KL suggested, he crossed a line – and a pretty big line come to
that. I mean ‘trillions’ against the FedReserve or the IRS (don’t recall who he went after) either way – he flew too close to the
sun (hubris) a lesson for us all perhaps

Melinda Stone
March 13, 2022 at 1:09 am

how did CH cross the line? he didn’t lien anyone the Treasury did. watch Chris’s videos. he tells the entire story.

cc222
March 13, 2022 at 5:18 am

Exactly. He was also not properly arraigned, challenged jurisdiction every opportunity given, not allowed in the
courtroom during trial, appointed representation after denying it, etc etc. Too many what ifs in this episode, imo.
He is very clear in his videos that you can never be a trustee and beneficiary of the same trust. ~candice

deadpeoplestuff
March 13, 2022 at 8:06 am

I was referring to Winston Shrout (having crossed the line) not Chris – sorry the comments crossed (miscomms)

paul sadler
March 15, 2022 at 9:40 pm

True, but CH initiated the lien, and it was the fact the targets of the liens were disadvantaged in their personal
financial affairs, that was sufficient for the system to react and in so doing deny procedural fairness, justice and
a fair trial. In the words of the judge ‘at least the liens have stopped’, as CH noted in his videos on the subject.

It nevertheless shows a rather disconcerting side to transitioning one’s self into the private to access one’s ces‐
tui cui vie trust. That is, when the system wishes to make an example of you to ward off others, they will break
every rule and procedure to make it happen, and as they are accountable to no one except their insurance bold
holders, they seem hard to get back at through lawful remedy.

This raises another issue that KL addressed. I would have thought an easier avenue of remedy would have
been a claim against the bond insurer, rather than a personal lien. I am not sure if CH addressed this but I would
like to know his take. I could imagine the lien is far more impactful, as it is the difference between losing one’s
home and livelihood, whereas the insurance bond claim could risk loss of livelihood through withdrawal of pro‐
fessional registration only.

Melinda Stone
March 12, 2022 at 6:43 pm

In all due respect….I wish you all had watched Chris’s videos. Chris explains the false arrest and how he was held unlawfully in prison.
This discussion is very confusing and doesn’t serve truth about what Chris says or does.

Aaron D
March 12, 2022 at 6:54 pm

I watched the TN court video and heard, there was no security agreement and the lien may had hindered a house purchase. I
did not do any confirmation though.

Melinda Stone
March 13, 2022 at 1:10 am

I watched it too. the AG did not prove harm. that is why the case will be heard in April or May this year.

Susan Boughton
March 12, 2022 at 6:54 pm

I agree!!!

Crow !

March 12, 2022 at 7:01 pm

Chris will have a day in early April at the Supreme Court – and yes he was treated horribly. This is not about Chris – he is us‐
ing a method. I am trying to get all points of view to avoid others from doing the wrong thing. I am rooting for Chris and hope
the cases are overturned and have invited him back to cover what happens.

Kalel !
March 12, 2022 at 7:12 pm

I agree, I hope for success against the Corporations

Daniel Robson !

March 14, 2022 at 9:05 pm

Is there an email for you? I have a guy (guru) I am currently attending his university I’ve listened to all your law series
and i think this individual can explain what might be missed or misunderstood in this whole thing of discharging public
debt I’m willing to pay for a month subscription for you to attend class or just thumb through an endless amount of ma‐
terial pertaining to this subject matter thanks for all you guys do

Kalel
March 12, 2022 at 7:09 pm

I agree you can be railroaded but you still need to know how not to surrender jurisdiction to their authority before you do such
things

Brandon
March 13, 2022 at 6:07 pm

I did that, but they didn’t care. If I didn’t comply with them, they threw me back into a cage mutliple times until I, out if
exhaustion, decided to “represent myself” so the shyster attorney wouldn’t rape me. I filed affidavits of status, facts, and
a claim for damages, but they didn’t care. They were out for blood and they got it. They didn’t care about the things that
you are talking about.

EasyRider8
March 14, 2022 at 11:19 am

Brandon, if I have heard correctly on other episodes, the local county courts WILL screw you over. Your ammo is
in getting YOUR evidence into records that can then be used against them in federal court. Unless you are say‐
ing you were in a federal court, then that I do not know how to proceed next. But if you filed your affidavits and
facts correctly as you stated, and they did not follow due process, you should have a case. The telegram group
may be able to help you out.

Dennis Blair
March 14, 2022 at 5:37 pm

Yes, but there is no easy way to get relief in court. Remember the living is not recognised by the system,
you want to be private, so you can use your knowledge by telling the judge you wish to extinguish all
debt relating to the case. Of course he will ask how. This is your opportunity to tell him the public setting
is not an appropriate forum and the judge will probably clear the court and take it into in camera hearing
or private chambers. All the coloured titles they use and all of the many discrepancies you are privvy to
will never make it onto public record or any transcript. By protecting the system and going ‘private’, living
to living, you will be honoured with a discharge. Put your own bonds in, you are a private banker, the
creditor!

Kalel
March 14, 2022 at 7:51 pm

I believe the remedy is to file a Bill In Equity in the Federal Circuit Circuit Court, think of it as a county-claim in
the proper jurisdiction for an union state Citizen.

paul sadler
March 15, 2022 at 9:47 pm

How does one establish jurisdiction of equity when entering the court and approaching the bench?
Alphonse mentioned something in one of his Crrow episodes about ‘special appearance’ and ‘court of
record’. Does this establish equity jurisdiction?

deadpeoplestuff
March 12, 2022 at 8:11 pm

KL touched on this during the discussion; sadly Chris ‘volunteered’ to be held as surety (while the court waited for the bonds to
mature) to settle and close the account

Melinda Stone
March 13, 2022 at 1:12 am

how do you “volunteer” to be held as surety? please explain.

deadpeoplestuff
March 13, 2022 at 8:28 am

happy to explain; the court are making a legal determination on who settles the tax bill (everything on the public
side is a presentment/commercial paper and therefore a tax issue arises) the trustee always pays (settles) al‐
ways…the ‘claimant’ represents the beneficiary; however, because we fail to identify ourselves as the rightful
(true) beneficiary – we are presumed to be the trustee.

Guest Name: KL

Things are covered in this episode that we should all have learned long ago, but did not. If
you had learned in school how not to be a trustee, your world would be a better place.
What do you know about being an owner, and by extension ownership? Do you own
anything? Can you own anything? What will the onset of crypto currency mean in terms of
owning anything? What does it mean to use gold or silver compared to fiat or crypto? This
is an episode you should not miss and I could have written another 50 questions in this
description to make the point. Knowing goes a long way and we all lost our way long ago.
How about we make an effort to get back on track? It is still possible but only if you know
how to proceed, and more importantly, how not to proceed.
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(true) beneficiary – we are presumed to be the trustee.

If the parties to an action fail to instruct/move the court, then the court will operate on assumption and presump‐
tion. It’s not ‘corrupt’ but a matter of operation of the law.

As KL did say, Chris would have been given every opportunity to correct his status and the record and in‐
struct/move the court accordingly – but those instructions/paperwork were never filed on the private side.

So, the court bonds are issued in order to settle the matter and the trustee (who failed to settle) is held as surety
while the bonds mature.

Brandon
March 13, 2022 at 6:01 pm

How in the hell does someone file privately?

Kalel
March 14, 2022 at 7:52 pm

he didn’t rebut their presumption, I am guessing put no evidence of his non-US citizenship status into the record.
like an Amicus Brief, with a Memorandum Of Law and evidentiary exhibits

Joshualindsey81
March 12, 2022 at 9:03 pm

I agree Melinda. Christopher is very knowledgeable. It may be time to bring 2 guests on at once so they can discuss each oth‐
er’s ways of doing things and their thoughts behind them.

Melinda Stone
March 13, 2022 at 1:13 am

thank you. Yes…there is nothing worse than making statements when you haven’t even done the research FIRST.

cc222
March 13, 2022 at 5:19 am

Agreed!

EFPG
March 12, 2022 at 7:01 pm

Guys you HAVE to get a crypto expert on to debate this. There is clearly so much that you cannot yet see. Perhaps because your BE‐
LIEF in Constitutional money is stopping you from knowing the truth about private currencies, created by us, not them (He who cre‐
ates, controls)

You referred to Coinbase accounts being seized and that that implies that crypto doesn’t function properly, but what you don’t yet know
is that if those people transferred their coins out of that bank, because that is what Coinbase is, to a private wallet, the seizure is not
possible. Crypto was designed to cut out the middleman, people leaving their coins on middleman exchanges and banks are missing
the whole point, are not using crypto as it is meant to be used and are vulnerable.

As for the spiritual aspect you refer to; ‘They’ are extracting and feeding off our human energy directly, via their currency scam in a sim‐
ilar way to a Vampire. What could be more spiritual than attacking that scam by switching to a currency that not only works much bet‐
ter, is outside of their control, and denies them their cut of our life force energy?

Respectfully, both you and KL, don’t understand the subject and may be conflating the looming horror of Cental Bank Digital Curren‐
cies and private crypto money which exists outside of their game.

Crypto was a breakthrough in both monetary theory, and computer science, so it’s no surprise that many still don’t get it.

Bitcoin (BTC) has been hijacked and taken over by the Mastercard gang and deliberately sabotaged and steered of course so that it
does not function as designed (Digital cash) Craig Wright is Satoshi Nakamoto. Bitcoin SV is the real bitcoin.

There is so so much here that you don’t yet see. With respect.

Crow !

March 12, 2022 at 7:04 pm

Did you here KL outline how to actually own something? It cannot be done with fake money of any kind. I have done all the
work I need on this and may have a blockchain expert come on to show what it is being used for. If it is digital it will serve the
NWO now forming all around us. They created the systems we need to use it.

Aaron D !

March 12, 2022 at 7:09 pm

I’m looking forward to te the block chain information.

EFPG !

March 12, 2022 at 9:04 pm

Yes I did hear that and if I am not mistaken, that is because Constitutional money, gold and silver payments, extin‐
guishes a debt completely whereas ‘payment’ with fiat, which are promissory notes, merely discharges the debt onto
someone else, the promisor who in this case would be the Fed. But, that is an entirely different matter to the validity, or
not, or private currencies that function outside of the system (the public), in the private realm and potentially give the
monetary power and seignorage to the people while removing Their ability to create unlimited funds at will for any
cause they wish.

Blockchain is merely a new type of database and IMO offers no benefit to ‘Them’ as there is nothing that blockchain
can do for Them that they cannot already do with SQL or other types of legacy databases. What blockchain does do, is
it gives we the people the ability, for the first time, to securely keep track of who owns what without a middleman. It
also solves the ‘double spend problem’ that plagued other attempts at such a decentralized monetary system. These
are crucial parts of the puzzle, Are you conflating CDBC’s with private currencies? The former is slavery and the latter,
could be freedom should we so chose it.

Words have meaning and blockchain carries no nefarious intent in its nomenclature. It merely refers to the fact that the
blockchain database system uses thousands of separate .dat files, or ‘blocks’ of data that are securely and unbreak‐
ably linked, or chained together with cryptographic hashes creating one big immutable and censorship resistant data‐
base. This was a massive breakthrough in computer science.

The digital realm is only the medium of storage and delivery, nothing more. And couldn’t one argue that The Creator
used digital ideas? The X or Y chromosome binary system for example and the base 4 system of genetic code – A, G,
C or T? Switching the medium back to analog would neither hurt their evil plan or help our cause, although it would be
far less efficient of course, remember magnetic tape storage and howling modems!.

Thanks so much for all the education and thought provoking content guys this is a very special website, even if it does
exist only in the digital realm 

😉

Unstoppable !

March 15, 2022 at 1:39 pm

Well said @EFPG, @Crrow and anyone else who is skeptical: blockchain and crypto currencies are just anoth‐
er way to compete in the economy as a medium of exchange. Reading through the comments made me think
of the evolution of money over time, how and why banks were set up and how pilgrims could deposit gold with
a bank in England then get a receipt and take a trip to the Holy Land and use that receipt to exchange it for
their gold or silver.

Perhaps gold and silver should be the real money but compared to bitcoin (the first crypto currency) there’s a
few issues.

Unstoppable !

March 15, 2022 at 1:51 pm

posted to soon:

1. its difficult to transport large amounts of gold and silver.
2. What ever you have, you have to guard it. Its easier to guard bitcoin than it is gold and silver.
3. Gold and silver can be faked. Should I drill a hole in each coin or bar to verify?
4.. (this one is not specific to just bitcoin) crypto currencies like Ethereum have allowed for the rise of
completely decentralized trustless exchanges. So long as the smart contract is closed and cannot be
modified, a rug pull cannot happen and the middle man is actually made up of investors in the smart
contract (see liquidity pools).

An advantage that gold and silver do have over bitcoin and other cryptos is that you don’t have to re‐
member a seed phrase to get access to it. Weigh that though against the other advantages that crypto
has.

Final thoughts for this comment: The powers who should not be are working on their central bank cryp‐
to coins. That will lead to outright slavery as EFPG pointed out. I hear Jamaica’s central bank is testing
one now. I hope it gets rejected. Coming back to Gold and silver v/s crypto. Look as bitcoin and other
cryptos as a compliment to gold and silver. You want to take a trip or move out of the country you’re in
and you have a lot of gold, sell your gold for crypto, and when you get to where you want to go sell your
crypto for gold.

Richard on Texas !

March 12, 2022 at 9:06 pm

And crrow one things these crypto lovers don’t understand is public vs private which is the basis of law. All crypto
transaction are handled on a public database. Crypto is public by definition. Every transaction can be traced on the
blockchain. This is why China just went to it and Biden just did an executive order to do research into a crypto “US dol‐
lar”

EFPG !

March 13, 2022 at 7:04 am

If you buy crypto with a credit card, or via a bank account, then yes, that crypto will be attached to your legal
name. However there are many ways to buy crypto that does not create that connection, cash for example.

localbitcoins.com is a 10 year old site used by many thousands of people, you find a trader in your area and
arrange a meet up where you give cash and the crypto is sent to your wallet immediately. From that point on it
is not possible to know who owns it. Try it out, get $50 worth, use it or buy something with it and then you will
begin to see the concept and how groundbreaking it is and how much potential is there for the people to step
away from the banks.

There are also many crypto projects called Privacy Coins that don’t have these issues, cannot be traced and
cannot be seized or censored.

We don’t need banks, but we do need an efficient medium of exchange in any complex society. Gold and silver
are great, especially for things such as what KL described, but they are very limited when trying to use them as
day to day currency.

Zae !

March 14, 2022 at 5:09 am

I appreciate your perspective on this, thanks for sharing 

🙂

Now we just need to create a world where human creations such as crypto will be used for human ben‐
efit and not taken over and corrupted by the parasitic forces.

Unstoppable !

March 15, 2022 at 1:58 pm

localbitcoins.com wants a government id now to be on their platform. There are though older existing
decentralized fiat on and off ramps and there a few new ones who have come up over the past year or
two.

paul sadler !
March 15, 2022 at 10:17 pm

So long as any ‘currency’ needs poles and wires, and thereby reliance on the controllers of that infrastructure, I’m
done! I’m waiting for a better price level to get out of crypto for good.

KundaliniAndCelltowers !

March 16, 2022 at 1:51 am

Crow, You made an offhand comment regarding the only way to avoid all this entrapment, per insiders who have con‐
tacted you, is to create a separate society. In a way that is what monastic groups have done, but they needed dona‐
tions typically, or like some monks here in the states, sell fruit cake for fiat (or would it be barter for precious metals
and other things of real value?). Members of an intentional community would still have many strings attached to the
false system if they had employment there. Maybe people would tithe to the community so that members would not
have to be a part of this dark system. But then would you really have sovereignty? Here in Hawaii, sometime back the
Maui City Council passed an ordinance banning geoengineering in their skies. TPTB paid it no heed and the spraying
of fungi, nanoparticulate heavy metals and polymers continued. I am diagnosed as “electrically sensitive.” In a sup‐
posed parallel society my body mind would still be trespassed upon by a civilization that uses artificial EMF as a
weapon and as a means of communication. Hmm. My point is that it is next to impossible for us to withdraw and have
it really work. And then there are the Waco scenarios where a group or community could be viewed as a threat to bad
guys and we would be incinerated under false pretenses. I think the only way out is to battle these folks on their
ground and in ways that they understand. I don’t know how we liquidate all these secret societies and death cults, but I
think that is the task at hand. Otherwise God may just have to wash this plane clean again, if that is something that
happens on occasion. Thank you for all that you do for the “truth community.” You and your team and guests have
opened my eyes to many things I would not otherwise have been made aware of.

Kalel
March 12, 2022 at 7:11 pm

It’s just our opinion, everyone needs to research it for themselves and make three ur own decisions

Brandon
March 13, 2022 at 5:55 pm

Than why don’t we focus on what actually works instead of contradicting what someone else said and causing confu‐
sion? I am tired of this back and forth nonsense. Can’t you people agree on anything?

paul sadler
March 15, 2022 at 10:21 pm

I think the different approaches are helpful. I like having access to a arsenal of approaches, using the private
(such as KL and CH), or using statutes (Dr Graves). To me there is no confusion, just choose your weapon of
choice for the battle you are about to enter, and the weapon that you feel will give you the best outcome vis a vis
your opponent. The cage fighter in UFC is a good example, choose the style that best suits you and gives you
greatest leverage against your opponent’s weaknesses.

With this in mind, I listen to every guest with openness as there may be a new weapon I had yet to discover.

deadpeoplestuff
March 12, 2022 at 8:26 pm

the problem with a ‘crypto expert’ (respectfully) is like many, they are already heavily mentally and physically invested in to the
concept of crypto (bias); this may come as a shock but ‘Satoshi Nakamoto’ is word-play around ‘Central Intelligence’ – as cryp‐
to was in fact designed by the Intel community and AG Crypto (Switzerland) to fund projects (allegedly) InQtel are seemingly
‘well briefed’ on the progress of crypto-currencies. I’m also looking forward to learning about ‘blockchain’ because when some‐
thing (especially modern technology) make claims that are ‘too good to be true’ – it’s either vapourware or not true but that’s
just my view.

Justawhoaman
March 12, 2022 at 9:07 pm

I follow Catherine Austin Fitts, former Asst. Secretary of HUD under George Shrub I, financial advisor, former partner of Dillon
Reed & Co. on Wall Street, and she will tell you that cryptos are NOT a safe investment. If you use it as a bet, (any Wall Street
investment is essentially a bet) hoping you can get in and out before the fiat goes to zero, you can make “money”. She has
pointed out repeatedly how you can have your “digital bank account”, whether it is in dollars or cryptos, wiped out with a push
of a button. If you have precious metals, you do have to be able to defend it… but when you get to the border, you can probably
bribe the police. (Tongue in cheek) Good to know you can also own your assets this way, too.

EFPG
March 13, 2022 at 6:48 am

Here is a debate between Catherine Austin Fitts and a pro-Crypto guy. It covers all of the spectrum and is a must watch
for those who are unsure of the complexities of this subject.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/YaUjdMxFPVeO/

Looking forward to something like this on Crrow777

I am Sandy woman
March 13, 2022 at 3:56 pm

I agree everyone should hear the debate – very informative and conversation is respectful. Crrow and Jason
too!

Zae
March 14, 2022 at 5:11 am

It would be good to have her on the show to talk about finance, shes very knowledgeable.

Lawrence
March 12, 2022 at 7:58 pm

Thank you, all at Crrow and Kale.

Richard on Texas
March 12, 2022 at 8:21 pm

@crrow I’m 10 minutes in, and this is exactly why I haven’t even filed an insurance claim against the prosecutor in my case when she
has evidence that my case should be dropped for lack of jurisdiction, they reason I haven’t is because the bond is held by the county
attorney and would affect her and everyone under her and while the county attorney is responsible for her underlings I have to weigh if
it would even help my case, it’s a 2,500$ bond, and who all would be affected from it?

Gregory May
March 12, 2022 at 8:28 pm

Who placed the VALUE on gold and silver?

Justawhoaman
March 12, 2022 at 9:32 pm

The exchanges for now, but like antiques, it might get to a point when the value is what people are willing to trade for them. In
other words, back to the beginning.

Peter Lee
March 13, 2022 at 5:49 pm

Good question.
We probably did because it can be useful and it’s shiny?
the “price” is set in city of London 2x a day but a bunch of banks.
Really not the same as value though…

Zhar
March 14, 2022 at 12:23 am

Gold & silver prices do not fluctuate. The dollar does. They set the value of the dollar. Crypto value is based off the dol‐
lar.

Kalel
March 14, 2022 at 7:56 pm

10,000 years of labor by mankind, that’s who

jMay
March 12, 2022 at 8:49 pm

Thank you for always bringing balance to the table. Since ep. 292, I’ve been watching Chris’s YouTube’s from oldest to youngest and
researching legal jargon and such more deeply. There’s just so much to learn to do this properly. Chris definitely knows his status and,
if he wins, will bring many government officials to bear. I plan to take a direct approach with phone calls to the IRS and visits to my lo‐
cal municipalities. There must be a human way to extract one’s self from the system without the worry of being dragged into court
and/falsely arrested.

Thank you, again, for all these invaluable tools. They’re worth their weight in gold!

Ryan Reitinger
March 12, 2022 at 10:16 pm

This is gonna have to be my last month as a subscriber.
I have watched so many people shoot themselves in the foot with this strawman stuff.
I cannot believe you had Alphonse on how many times and didn’t listen to a word he said
Strawman theory is based on fear
I’m genuinely disappointed in you guys

Alphonse nailed it on the head multiple times.
what are you guys doing…

Jason J North
March 13, 2022 at 1:34 am

Something in you paragraph has a fragrance of Harley shirt man @ ground zero. I am certain your high minded $8 is surely the
only one of its strata… they will come begging to get it back. I typed this to make myself laugh–worked & all that matters.

cc222
March 13, 2022 at 5:25 am

Sad. I’ve found great value in every episode. Alphonse is brilliant. Chris is brilliant. Due to no prejudice on the crow teams part,
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Sad. I’ve found great value in every episode. Alphonse is brilliant. Chris is brilliant. Due to no prejudice on the crow teams part,
I’m changing and renewing to annual in lieu of every 3 months. ~candice

Crow !

March 13, 2022 at 10:11 am

If you do not comprehend your status you live a life of fantasy and we are at the very start of an era where much of anything is
known widely. I wish you all the best Ryan –

Zae
March 14, 2022 at 5:18 am

From my understanding the strawman idea is true in a spiritual kind of way but that certainly does not mean it will hold up in
court, as Alphonso says.
I agree its better to not get lost in risky strawman/man on the land topics when there is other approaches with proven better
outcomes. I think Crow simply aims to cover a large swath of law remedies.

Kalel
March 14, 2022 at 7:58 pm

Ryan, I am sorry you so not have an open mind to research Trust Law for yourself

Ryan Reitinger
March 12, 2022 at 10:27 pm

government has jurisdiction over businesses.

think about this

Ad Am
March 12, 2022 at 10:45 pm

Does Kal-El have a website? I recall from a previous episode he had a site with more information on legal ideas.

Cindy Williams
March 13, 2022 at 12:14 pm

I am so glad you asked that question, I keep hearing him say my students. I want to be a student. I have went over and over
and read everything he said to read. I have all the paperwork certified birth certificates coming. Picked up my name change
documents at the courthouse and trying to struggle myself through this process. I don’t want to make stupid mistakes. Did you
get an answer to your question?

Kalel
March 14, 2022 at 8:00 pm

no, I do not have a website, I do not operate in the Public, I operate in the Private

tyler harney
March 12, 2022 at 11:03 pm

Regarding the crypto thing, you guys REALLY should have Jordan, “Waters Above Crypto” on for an interview. He has immense knowl‐
edge on the alchemical/esoteric side, he’s one of us. Satoshi Nakamoto is Saturn, the markets are all tied to the cycles of them moon
and eclipses play a massive role. Ask him about Shmita.

Another guest you should look into. “Decode Your Reality”, We all are in one giant script playing out our parts and Logan connects
gematria, periodic table, alchemy, tarot, medicine cards, etc. All of which you would think would have nothing to do with each other.

Couple thoughts, unfortunately fake digital dollar currency is here, it’s like a freight train, there’s no stopping it. I’d rather have some of
the futures fake money than nothing at all when that switch flips.
Never keep your money on exchanges like Coinbase, ever.
Regarding gold and silver, how would you know if it’s not fake if someone hands it to you? I often think about that. Is there a test kit?
Doesn’t it need to be melted down?

Look at some of the coinmarketcap cryptos.
Bitcoin, yellow logo, sun, Saturn
Ethereum- “Aether” the air the Gods breathe
Cronos- logo of a hexagon, Don’t need to explain that one
Terra Luna- Earth and moon reference. (price fluctuates with the moon cycles)

Match the cryptos to the skyclock, those will be the winners of the future.

Richard Brown
March 12, 2022 at 11:07 pm

(Danger Dan) – Blow your nose. Brad Hazzard || THANK YOU, Crrow777 Radio, Rose and Jason!

Spirit Whirled
March 13, 2022 at 12:39 am

Here’s Ron Gibson’s book on Land Patents for those who want it in PDF form: https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/887926c4-8cc4-
48b7-b6d5-237688c0c817/downloads/LAND%20PATENT%20RON%20GIBSON.pdf?ver=1633888281651

cc222
March 13, 2022 at 5:29 am

Thank you, Dylan!!

Cindy
March 13, 2022 at 12:20 pm

Thank you Spirit Whirled

🙏

Jason J North
March 13, 2022 at 1:24 am

Hauser, Christopher, WAS NOT in jail for using trust $$ to pay for things as this guest misinterprets. Hauser Christopher, in his own
words describes himself tossing a garbage bag of marijuana {believe half pound} from his moving vehicle subsequently they ID him to
the bag leading to jail.

Kalel
March 14, 2022 at 8:02 pm

Jason, google Christopher Hauser Tennessee Dept of corrections, it will tell you the whole case. He and 4 others were charged
with 302 counts of felony fraud.ent liens against 42 TN Sec of State employees, it had nothing to do with marijuana

darkseed
March 13, 2022 at 1:58 am

Black Jack Crypto, 21 Million to be mined. My thoughts around the crypto sphere is it is SkyNet. Crypto miners are mining block chain,
what is that? Maybe it is a way to get the people to do it to themselves and beg for it.
Is crypto mining the creation of Real AI? What are they mining? Block Chain? Is the block chain your digital footprint, psychological im‐
print or Geofencing input? Is Crypto Block Chain Mining the creation of Technocracy?

Richard Brown
March 13, 2022 at 3:35 am

“Therefore if any man be in Christ, he is a new creature: old things are passed away; behold, all things are become new.” THANK
YOU, Crrow777 Radio, Rose and Jason!

freebornjohn
March 13, 2022 at 8:32 am

Question for KL.
Do you know the process to get title of land/property in the UK ? or someone who has ?

Kalel
March 14, 2022 at 8:03 pm

no I don’t, but the concept is the same, you need top claim the legal title

C Hauser
March 13, 2022 at 10:07 am

KL
I totally concur with you 100%.

Wes MacDonald
March 13, 2022 at 10:23 am

My dear cryptoids, who controls the power grid? Every time a living man takes a step too far against the beast they are slapped down.
The beast will take the step they deem necessary if they feel you are indeed getting one over on them. No electricity for you. Tangibles
only. Get it?

paul sadler
March 15, 2022 at 10:34 pm

Cryptoids need to multiply to keep the ponzie growing. Im getting out when I can!

C Hauser
March 13, 2022 at 10:46 am

Think about this, the trustee/s are entitled to a fee for acting for the trust. That being said, the more people that access the trust, the
more profit the government makes.
The only rebuttal I would have is we all declared, “I do not consent.” Even declaring multiple times the we were the beneficiaries and
they were the trustee/s. If this corrupt system wants to stop you, there is nothing that you can say or do. You are going to prison.

Zhar
March 14, 2022 at 12:36 am

From what I’ve learned in studying many different law gurus over the last 16 months is the lower courts are going to steamroll
you. Our jobs are to learn how to get everything on record (which I know you already got that handled, this is more for other
readers) so that it gets overturned on appeal. Then, sue for their pajamas! Say Rose, this is where Dr Graves Jurisdictionary
course comes in right.

Kalel
March 14, 2022 at 8:05 pm

I understand why you feel that way, did you present any evidence of your union state (non US citizenship) suretyship/trustee‐
ship to the Court ? You could have put it in a Amicus Brief with a memorandum of Law with Evidentiary exhibits.

Martin Mindrup
March 13, 2022 at 11:09 am

Hey Crrow777,
You have been talking on the last few episodes about picking up a few Rudolf Steiner books after careful consideration. There are so
many out there, could you please share the titles of the ones you got?

Thanks,
Martin

Grim Agama
March 13, 2022 at 11:48 am

I believe he was at least referring to Cosmic Memory over the last few episodes. Which attempts to get into where we come
from in a very interesting way. I have read it but to be honest, it has not been retained very well.

Lissy
March 13, 2022 at 1:14 pm

What if you worked (labored) to get a ‘property’? No, monies were exchanged. Barter system…?

Will staff
March 13, 2022 at 1:18 pm

Spiritually and intuitively I purchased metals. And a small amount of crypto. We wear collars and cuffs to work. Now we are buying
blocks and chains to enslave ourselves. Just saying.

omen
March 13, 2022 at 1:39 pm

Question:
When you sell the property for Constitutional money for the value of $20, is it the value of the silver/gold in its fiat value or the value
inscribed on the coin?

Lissy
March 13, 2022 at 1:45 pm

This is all so confusing.

Grim Agama
March 13, 2022 at 1:47 pm

Contemplations of the coupon theory/idea for paper statements. A few days ago I sent a signed coupon to National Grid, Rhode Is‐
land’s current power company. I wrote the current balance on the coupon & signed the back as the beneficiary. I sent by certified mail
with return receipt. I did not provide NG my social upon engaging with them when I moved to a new apartment as I found out this was
not a requirement as I did “owe” them from a home I had owned a few years back. I am not sure what the outcome will be but I am ex‐
cited to find out. Other things to consider, I legally changed my name & also updated my social with my new name as well. I am not
sure how that will shake down if I attempt to engage in activities that would interact with my trust. I am wondering if anyone has thought
that this push for paperless statements is a way of circumventing providing the beneficiary with a coupon that they then could pay off
their balance with. That would make more sense to me than the fake idea that its to save the trees.

LPGRENON
March 14, 2022 at 12:47 pm

Fantastic question. My thoughts as well. How DOES it work going paperless and paying via debit/credit card/bank transfer?

Kalel
March 14, 2022 at 8:07 pm

email me when you know the outcome klfreedom748@gmail.com

Warrior Mama
March 13, 2022 at 2:12 pm

I had Homebirths with my second 2 kids. Nobody took their afterbirth etc. ( I actually ingested the placenta in capsule form) but the
midwife did register their live birth with the state. I did not get them (my kids) social security numbers originally. They have them now
due to my ex. Is the straw man all caps still just created from the birth certificate? No one ever had parts of their after birth? I think I
know what will be said but KL supposed they’re claiming based on hospital births…

Brandon
March 13, 2022 at 2:50 pm

It’s difficult to know anything when I continually get conflicting information. So, what the hell am I supposed to do? I “bought” a damn
property in May 2018. In July 2018, I was disturbed by noise(and headaches with other health symptoms) that I originally thought was
coming from local area business operations after being medically checked over. I began making complaints to the city to get help iden‐
tifying the sources. In February 2019 the electric company was doing some work in the area at the local tv station and the
headache/pressure/low hum noise disappeared the entire time they were working. I just so happened to be testing a tv and had the tv
on the local news channel for picture. When they started their work, the picture on the tv and the pressure/low hum/etc disappeared. At
this same timeframe, I also noticed that the local business operations was getting louder too. I lodged hundreds of complaints to the
city, and primarily the police department. Instead of addressing the noise issues, they charged me multiple times with “telecommunica‐
tions harassment” that I beat, but recently they came at me with the “telecommunications harassment” and “obstructing official busi‐
ness”, which was a “felony”. Look up BRANDON SCOTT KILLORAN on the Zanesville, Ohio municipal court online search, and also
on the muskingum county court of common pleas online search for the cases and dockets. I filed affidavits and claim paperwork, was
forced to take a public defender, and after being locked in solitary for about two weeks, I was coerced into “representing myself” to get
out from under the attorney. I demanded a jury trial, and presented my defense, but none of it mattered. I have used many of the pro‐
cesses and tactics that were presented on this podcast and others to try to not be destroyed. I was planning to monetize my claims
that I filed against these persons and wanted to move forward with creating liens against them using the Christopher Hauser methods.
Now, I can’t legally own a damn gun because I practically begged the local public servants to do their jobs and now I will have to walk
away from my property and lose everything. Every time that I think I know what I am doing, as much as I am able to, I hear this kind of
information that shatters my plans and sends my brain spinning. I now realize why people lose their shit, this is ridiculous. I can’t afford
to relocate(especially with a “felony”), and I can’t stay here any longer, or I will lose my mind. I am at the point that I am sick and tired
of trying to learn and ask for information to help me comprehend what is going on. I have no one to talk to about this stuff and am at
my wit’s end. What the hell am I supposed to do to get out from under this situation? I can’t sell the property(upside down), and had the
electric service disconnected back in April 2020, so that is a problem too. I am just about ready to burn it all to the ground and walk
away.

Zhar
March 14, 2022 at 12:45 am

Ask Randy Kelton, Rule of Law Radio.com they have a call in show, check it out.

Justawhoaman
March 13, 2022 at 3:19 pm

The meets and bounds are frequently part of the property description on the deed but are, at very least, part of what is recorded in your
appropriate municipality (county for me). Using google maps may not give you the accurate corners.

Great interview. I am on my second “listen” and may try one more time to get what I need in my notes. THANKS, Crow, Jason, Rose
and KL!

Jason J North
March 13, 2022 at 3:46 pm

Crow laments, “I feel like we could do #2 shows on this topic per week & at end five years still…”

This seemingly UNENDINGness so SOLELY due to the varying acceptance from one individual judge vs the next. Each of these “sto‐
ries” is dealing in differing “jurisdictions” across this nation. We must take care as the same thread of thinking that wishes for consisten‐
cy in the “law/LEX” realm—– Is same thread of thought bringing communism (consistency). IT IS THE yearning for parity.

Monomeus
March 13, 2022 at 5:00 pm

KL why didn’t you talk about Equity and it’s maxims? Why don’t you ever talk about the basics of Trust? Why aren’t you asking if a trust
can come into existence without the parties knowing a trust was formed? Why are you commingling that which is AT LAW and IN EQ‐
UITY? Do you know the difference?

What is law compared to Equity? What did Bouvier say about that? Why are you talking about gold and silver for a title instead of how
to PERFECT a title without gold or silver, IE: WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE LEGAL AND EQUITABLE TITLE ARE PUT INTO ONE
PARTY, say the TRUSTEE?

Kalel
March 14, 2022 at 8:11 pm

you obviously know about Equity, I touched on the Trust Structure in episode 256, the Elite have been using Trust Agreements
for thousands of years to control the masses, when the 2 titles merge the Trust collapses

jimmiechilds@gmail.com
March 13, 2022 at 5:18 pm

I just lost $17,000 in Bitcoin out of a paper wallet. You are right…it is fake money and way too easy to lose. It’s a scam.

paul sadler
March 15, 2022 at 10:41 pm

It probably went to the moon.

David MacDonald
March 13, 2022 at 6:17 pm

Thanks for all you put out there Crow,Jason and Rose…so much appreciated…the law series has been so valuable to me and just
want you to know how much I appreciate your work……I can only hope that someday you consider having a series on blockchain tech‐
nology and the digital coins that accompany them…just for educational purposes because people are worried about loosing there life’s
savings that are tied up in the fiat system where value is drying up …they are looking for alternatives and gold and silver imo isn’t fea‐
sible as an everyday currency…they’re good for investment but I don’t see them as a currency for billions of people to use, just too
cumbersome and unrealistic..imo…I know you feel you’re justified in dismissing crypto, but I personally view technology from a neutral
standpoint: it can be used for good or bad, and I see that concept manifesting throughout the digital universe everyday…..but I love the
internet and see it as a valuable tool just as you do I’m sure you ..and if it wasn’t for digital technology I wouldn’t be able to enjoy your
shows…shows that have immensely changed my life for the better…….I really think its time for a hard dive into this topic because peo‐
ple are doing some great work in this area…especially the folks over there in Qortal who have the laid the foundation for a an unhack‐
able ,uncensorable, and completely decentralized internet of the future..supported by a digital coin…this could prove crucial if the gov‐
ernment ever decides to force people to get some form of id to use the internet in their march towards a social credit system… …..love
you guys…

Mr.Bill
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March 13, 2022 at 6:41 pm

I am currently learning how to own the title to the strawman through authentication and using that as my vessel of Commerce going in
and out of the system at will. Go to the c2K report.com then click on authentication and go through that process. Then email them and
ask to be a part of their classes. I don’t know all the ins and outs of it yet but I’m gaining knowledge and understanding each day.

Mr.Bill
March 13, 2022 at 6:43 pm

I still think one must know their Godly origin first.

David MacDonald
March 13, 2022 at 8:09 pm

at fertilization/ the zygote…very important

Justawhoaman
March 13, 2022 at 7:35 pm

What is the best reference to study Trust Law? KL mentioned that you need to fully understand the jurisisdictions, trustee vs beneficia‐
ry, under Trust Law. My “law library” is growing. 

🙂

Monomeus
March 14, 2022 at 4:24 pm

1. Gilberts – Statutory trusts
2. Lewins – Private Trusts in Equity
3. Gibson – Bible for Equity Procedure
4. Pomoroys – Understanding Equity Principles
5. Phelps – Equity Adjudication

Kalel
March 14, 2022 at 8:13 pm

I would recommend the same but , first Phelps, second Gibson

David MacDonald
March 13, 2022 at 8:11 pm

Here’s a book that KL recommended while back,” Be the one to execute your trust ” by david robinson..

Warrior Mama
March 13, 2022 at 8:27 pm

I just asked this a few days ago on the thread from his last episode.

Question about the book originally recommended by KL….

I’m getting caught up on his episodes. My boyfriend and I are part of 2 other “Law” communities, however, I’m always looking
for more info and perspectives. I’ve seen several comments about Anna von Reitz not being trustworthy etc. I also read com‐
ments about the author of the book previously going to jail.

Did anyone notice before purchasing the books from Amazon that the author of the books is connected to Anna and if KL
steers clear of her info, it’s confusing as to why he would recommend books from David Robinson….

From about the author, directly off Amazon:

“David Robinson is a journalist and author living in the mid-coast area of Maine. For his other publications see http://tinyurl.‐
com/ctj3zsx

David Robinson served as a Grand Juror, seated under Summons, on the Cumberland County Maine Grand Jury during the
first four months of 2014. He is a graduate of the Brunswick Maine Police Academy of a number of years back.

David Robinson publishes the MAINE REPUBLIC EMAIL REPORT: https://mainerepublicemailreport.com/ “

When you click on his site it’s actually American Patriot email reports and all the recent posts are linked directly to Anna’s site?

Kalel
March 14, 2022 at 8:15 pm

David’s Books are an easy beginner level of Trusts, that’s why I recommend them, he has passed on sorry to say.

whataworld
March 15, 2022 at 12:12 pm

can you briefly state why Anna VR approach is not feasible, or why yours steers clear of error? It seems there
are similarities, BUT then BIG iimporant differences, but it’s hard to sort it out.
And many things you said also smack of David Straight vidoes too. any differences there?

Richard Brown
March 13, 2022 at 8:52 pm

Bible MochingWHO: “New Outbreak Could Become Horseman of the Apocalypse” (Many Fishers) THANK YOU, Crrow777 Radio,
Rose and Jason!

Brandon
March 13, 2022 at 10:46 pm

I have questions too, a lot if them, but I keep asking and no one answers. That is why I left the telegram groups, too much contradicting
information with no clear guidance of the ideas being presented. I wasn’t given the luxury to learn this shit at my leisure. I was forced to
learn this while being attacked and caged, having my life and property threatened, while being terrified to be in my home because I
didn’t know when they would come back and attack me again. I have just tried to gain as much knowledge as I am able to not be de‐
stroyed by these assholes. None of this makes a difference if the fucking “judge” and cohorts don’t give a shit and have no accountabil‐
ity. Maybe I should have pulled my gun when they attacked me, then I would not have to deal with these fucking bullies that change the
rules to benefit themselves and don’t give me a leg to stand on. I am fucking sick and tired of being sick and fucking tired.

Kalel
March 14, 2022 at 8:16 pm

Brandon for your future health, please try and let go of there anger and focus it on solving your problems, bitching didn’t helping

Messenger
March 14, 2022 at 8:18 pm

Hear! Hear! Brandon. You and i are in the same boat. I am sick and tired of these oppressive treasonous servants.

All these tyrants will cease to exist when we the people, state militias, wake the fuck up and stand on constitutional grounds,
protecting our constitutional law from these government servant insurrectionist rebels, that seek to destroy our rights and du‐
ties.

These oppressive government servants treasonous actions violate, invade their sworn allegiancces and sworn oaths to sup‐
port, to defend and to preserve state and federal-national constitutions, the constitutional law of the Anerican Union!!!

Wake up, America!

Skool

Richard Brown
March 13, 2022 at 11:42 pm

Fantastic video!!! The RIPPLE EFFECT – WARS & RUMORS of WARS – THE DAILY GRIND! w/ STEVE JMO – Rokfin THANK YOU,
Crrow777 Radio, Rose and Jason!

Richard Brown
March 14, 2022 at 2:00 am

(TheTruthSeeker69) – The RIPPLE EFFECT – Jen

Zhar
March 14, 2022 at 12:58 am

I wana say it like this crrow. Way back when Albert Pike was representing Native Americans in federal court, and winning, I’m sure
some dudes with a strong moral base said he’s got a heart of gold. Not saying anyone is writing the sequel to morals & dogma just, to
be careful. Jury is still out for me on whether tapping the trust has honorable logic. I mean, it was created in fraud. To benefit off such
fraud, am I innocent?

Brandon
March 14, 2022 at 7:24 am

So, in other words, no one knows what the fuck they are talking about. It is just conjecture stacked on top of assumptions and opinions.
Where is the truth? Who the fuck knows…

jbl9
March 14, 2022 at 10:06 am

I am with you, Brother. Sorry for your troubles.

paul sadler
March 15, 2022 at 10:54 pm

I have no problem comprehending what they are talking about, and I find no contradiction, just a variety of ways and means to
mitigate the tentacles of the system.

Crow !

March 14, 2022 at 10:40 am

I wanted to share a crypto story. A listener of this podcast had crypto which ended up thousands ahead. He then took it and bought
monster boxes (500 oz each) of silver. In my view this is a wise thing to do moving toward reality and common sense. I will be sur‐
prised if years from now metal can be purchased with crypto. No one in their right mind would “sell” something for nothing.

Everyone knows my view on crypto and I hope to cover blockchain with an expert this spring to show the mal intent. The names of
these things alone should tell us all a lot.

Dennis Blair
March 14, 2022 at 5:47 pm

I established myself as the one with the highest claim over the estate with a POA from my mother (grantor). Own nothing, control
everything. I formed a private trust and then put a commercial lien on the legal person. Indorsed the BC back to minister of finance and
appointed him as my securities intermediary. The private trust is the secure party as the living is not recognised, i then pull the levers
from behind the curtain of the trust like the wizard of oz. I have doubled back on them and now they are my fiduciary, I am the creditor
period.

Kalel
March 14, 2022 at 8:17 pm

very good

Gary Lewis
March 14, 2022 at 7:10 pm

Slowly refining that golden nugget of truth, laborious but exciting!

RedB
March 14, 2022 at 8:01 pm

Since the end of the Civil War, our government is not the government we think it is, but is rather a corporate franchise owned by the
British Crown. In about 1933-34, the recording of live births was weaponized by these commercial fraud artists as a means of identity
and assets theft on a national scale. The registration of your birth certificate (vs recording) enfranchised each baby as an “abandoned”
property, “voluntarily” donated to the Territorial State of (your state) as a “ward of the State” by an unwed Mother. The instant that cer‐
tificate was recorded, your American State National political status was stolen from you, and your Good Name was misidentified as
that of a “US Citizen”, and you were labeled as a “Federal Citizen” and deprived of all the protections and guarantees and property
rights you are heir to. You and your estate were thus pillaged and salvaged, and the Queen is laughing all the way to the bank.

We all need to correct our political status, from US Citizens (from the jurisdiction of the sea) back to American State Nationals (to the
jurisdiction of the land and soil). As living men and women on the land and soil, we have power over the government. Government,
which are currently employees of the incorporated United States of America Inc., owned by the Crown, are OUR employees, and do
not tell us what to do. The 80 million plus codes, statues and ordinances are for corporations, i.e., US Citizens. Americans on the land
and soil operate under Common Law, which are the 10 Commandments. As Americans, for example, we have the right to bear arms
(guns is a corporate, statutory term, whereas living men and women bear “arms”), and “government” (which we now know is not run by
the People, but rather are employees of a corporation owned by the Crown), do NOT represent We The People. Contact your State
Coordinator now, and correct your status, and join your state’s assembly, to help restore our government! So that WE the people run
our government, and not the British Crown! Go to this site now, find the link to your State Assembly, contact your State Coordinator,
and get busy recording and publishing your paperwork to correct your status! Most importantly, join your State Assembly and help
restore our government (that we can so close to losing forever)!

https://tasa.americanstatenationals.org

The first trust: God (the Donor) gave the Earth (the Asset) to Adam (the Trustee) for all future generations (Us – the Beneficiary).

troysloth
March 16, 2022 at 6:49 am

Well said. I have done all of what you said last year. I am now an American State National, a living man standing on the land
and soil of Maryland. We just need the numbers so we can get our own common law courts and state militias fully up and run‐
ning. Once we get to a threshold where the fraud cannot be denied anymore, we will start to see some changes. Right now
having the correct status recorded doesn’t really mean much because there is no force behind it. We have to get the numbers
so we can force our employees to comply with the public law. If these private corporate thugs operating as law enforcement
officers come after us, having the correct status means nothing when we are dead. Because dead-right is no different from
dead-wrong. We need our own Peace Officers operating on the land and soil to provide protection and uphold the Public Law.

Time Space Identity
March 17, 2022 at 5:59 pm

Do you still hold a passport after this? I realize the answer is likely no, and yet, what would be the experience of entering / exit‐
ing the country as an American State National?

Caleb Johnson
March 15, 2022 at 10:19 am

KL, I hit a pedestrian a few years ago. The claim is still open and it’s looking like they may try to sue. They were hit on a freeway en‐
trance with no crosswalk nearby. Im curious if I could just state I am not the trustee and what would happen. Or perhaps I start getting
my ducks in order. I just got the book you recommended about executing your trust so I will have some homework. It’s unfortunate be‐
cause our insurance just skyrocketed.

Phillip Georges
March 15, 2022 at 12:43 pm

Great discussion, but the crypto portion, understandably, showed a complete lack of understanding. No biggie, what’s important to
know is the USE CASE for crypto, not the substitute for currency aspect. Looking forward, many crypto’s will go by the wayside, just
like the dot.com bubble years ago, which sent many useless internet related companies into the trash bin of history. For example, a
very simple example are contracts, documented on a particular blockchain, which is decentralized. There’s thousands of crypto’s, &
those that survive will have a meaningful use case.

Nothing nefarious, just technology being used in a decentralized way to keep folks honest.

Crow !

March 15, 2022 at 12:45 pm

The blockchain is already hard at work violating men and women and we will cover this. The name alone tells the truth of it.

Tim Milstead
March 15, 2022 at 3:04 pm

Fascinating information

freebornjohn
March 15, 2022 at 6:54 pm

OWEN BENJAMIN & TOM BARNETT – Talk CRYPTO :
https://www.bitchute.com/video/u1CEZFqC5v1y/

Richard Brown
March 16, 2022 at 12:15 am

The RIPPLE EFFECT – NEXT LEVEL MELTIFICATION w/SHEPU (TheTruthSeeker69) THANK YOU, Crrow777 Radio, Rose and Ja‐
son

Brenda
March 17, 2022 at 12:42 am

Does anyone know of any respectable and trusted gold and silver coins dealer? Has anyone ever dealt with Steve Quayle for gold and
or silver purchases?

KundaliniAndCelltowers
March 17, 2022 at 2:03 am

I’ve used http://www.golddealer.com aka California Numismatic Investments near LAX Intl Airport for 14 years. They are
salaried staff, have among the smallest spreads in the biz, pay for shipping on sell and buy orders, are real but not glitzy Con‐
stitutionalists. Great Better Business Bureau rating. I was ripped off by the gold dealer that used to underwrite the Alex Jones
Show and the Genesis Communication Network, e.g., pushing “private” gold, no such thing (that I had to sell as scrap gold at a
10% loss under spot); and sending me British sovereigns with dates later than 1933 that I wasn’t supposed to get.

Brenda
March 17, 2022 at 11:18 am

Thanks…, I’ll look into this. And I forgot that a Better Business rating is helpful as well.

jae
March 17, 2022 at 1:20 pm

After 10 years of looking for answers to this “law” business, and cherry picking what resonates with me, it’s my feeling that if not every‐
one do it, it’s not of the creator. Not everyone is able to study the many different laws, codes, acts and so on. If we are using their sys‐
tem it’s no different than going to Las Vegas, you can win, but only for so long.
What we need to get is a better grasp of is the hierarchy of this world. 1st is The Creator, 2nd is Man, 3rd is government, 4th is corpo‐
rations. Therefore Man is the creator of gov. and corp. All titles are corporate. When we accept the titles given to us by the those creat‐
ed by Man, that lowers our status to below what we created. When we agree to be; Defendant, Plaintiff, Mr, Mrs. Claimant, Doctor, At‐
torney etc. We allow our God given place to be lowered below that of corps. (the fall of Man?) Now they have jurisdiction and can do
what they want.
And then there is their word magic; understand = stand under, a jury trial is not the same as a trial by jury, a witness is not the same as
a man or woman who did witness. There is a difference between a judge and a magistrate. We never want a judge, they decide who
has the better case. A magistrate makes sure the rules of the court are followed.
The courthouses are public. We can establish our own court! However that should be the last resort. We need to seek remedy in the
private first. And always, ALWAYS stand in HONOR.

As far as the concern about taking everything away from those who have chosen to harm their fellow man. The families of people who
have done no harm, have been harmed and even completely destroyed by these people. i consider it as collateral damage. They will
stop when they see what WILL happen.

Phillip Georges
March 18, 2022 at 11:22 am

One last comment on the blockchain. Distributed ledger technology can bring truth & honesty back to capital markets. If you aren’t fa‐
miliar with Reggie Middleton’s story, it would help tremendously to familiarize yourself with how the SEC pretty much destroyed his
company/Veritaseum & reputation. Even so, he was recently awarded patents for his technology here in the USA, Japan, & soon else‐
where. DEFI is a threat to how the establishment games/manipulates markets.

Many of us would like to own shares of Company A, knowing there isn’t multiple owners of the same share. This is but a simple basic
example of how the blockchain, de-centralized “distributed ledger technology”, can bring truth/honesty back to markets. This post, this
site, these shows, etc…, simply would not be possible without technology, the same technology that was being scoffed at during the
early days of the internet. Again, the idea that this technology is somehow just another form of currency couldn’t be further from the
truth.

Just a suggestion, if Crow wants to bring someone on to discuss this technology, why not reach out to Reggie Middleton who is basi‐
cally the inventor of DEFI. I’ve seen many interviews with him, he’s down to earth, brilliant, & has been interviewed by many with a far
smaller audience than here.

Alphonse Faggiolo
March 18, 2022 at 6:23 pm

I usually never comment on someone else’s episode, but I was unaware that I was specifically mentioned in this particular episode un‐
til today, and I will correct KL’s claims and provide the people here the truth. Now whether they decide to listen to the truth is strictly up
to them.

NOOOOOOOOOOOO, I am not the BENEFICIARY when I enter the Court or engage in any legal matter whatsoever, this is just factu‐
ally wrong in every way, shape, and form! I am the ABSOLUTE OWNER of the Property holding Allodial Title to the Property, and re‐
gardless of what these fly by night gurus tell you, you can only own property Allodial in the USA (FACT), and that Ownership is either
“Absolute” or “Qualified”. Absolute means no one has any Security interest against your property such as an existing loan backed by a
mortgage. AND even if you are the Qualified owner of the Property you still have Allodial title as long as you stay current with the loan
agreement, which means you have the same exact Property rights as an Absolute owner. THIS IS NOT MY OPINION, this is the actual
law as shown in American Juris Prudence, which is supported by a TON of case law!

Now let me address this SECRET TRUST nonsense once and for all, since KL said I don’t understand Trust Law or what is going on in
the matter. Ummmmmm, yes I understand Trust Law fully, and I understand Securities Fraud too! I know for certain that you can’t
name a BENEFICIARY in a Trust and then write securities against their name or securitize their Property, as that is flat-out Securities
Fraud, PERIOD! AND you definitely can’t set a Trust up and make someone else the TRUSTEE of the Trust account without their
knowledge and without their expressed written consent; which takes us into contract law, and NOOOOOO, YOUR MOMMA DID NOT
SIGN YOU AWAY AT BIRTH…LOL (what a horrible thing to say about your Mom…lol), or obligate you in any way with your birth certifi‐
cate, it’s just an absurd and ridiculous claim, and ALL that have made it, to this day, have been unable to put forth any such evidence
of such a thing existing! Which appears to be another problem for many on this TRUST tangen, they don’t understand what constitutes
evidence!

So it is no more complicated than this, I go into court as the Absolute Owner of the property which means that no ONE, or no MUNICI‐
PALITY, or NO AGENCY, have any Ownership, Interest, Taxable Interest, or Control over my property, PERIOD! It really is no more
complicated than that Folks, it has nothing to do with me being treated as the Beneficiary and me not really understanding what is go‐
ing on, I FULLY UNDERSTAND IT, and soon will display it to the world on a grand scale as I start to file the First of Four Property tax
fraud lawsuits against the County of Delaware, which will stretch to a 7 or 8 figure cash settlement when the smoke finally clears! And
UNLIKE these other legal gurus (I am not a legal guru), I will make my suit available to the Public for FREE, and will also teach them a
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UNLIKE these other legal gurus (I am not a legal guru), I will make my suit available to the Public for FREE, and will also teach them a
few tricks that they’ve never ever seen anywhere before, taught to me by my mentors, who have used them successfully, repeatedly!

How do I know all that I say is true? Well I’ve been taught by the best there is, and most likely the best there ever will be, regarding this
law stuff; who has actually secured tens of millions of dollars in actual cash settlements for people, including taking 20 properties off of
the tax roll just in his own surrounding Counties! Even little old me has gotten people over $400,000 in cash settlements without ever
having to go to court! Now if this TRUST system that KL talks about existed, none of that would have been possible! AND when you
bang a MUNICIPALITY for a $38.2 million dollar settlement in just ONE case, as my Mentor has done, and then you tell them, “NOW
GET ALL OF THE METERS OFF OF THE HOUSE” because we don’t want you people ever stepping foot on that Property again, well
that’s not just BADASS, that’s the actions of a King, which you all are, but you just haven’t been taught how to assert those rights, YET.
We teach those rights for FREE!

So until one of these TRUST guys rings up a multi million dollar settlement, and does that repeatedly, and not just for themselves, but
for other people, this stuff is just NOISE, it’s a FAIRYTALE, as I will guarantee that KL cannot put forth documents that evidence that
there is a secret Trust set up in each and everyone’s name.

AND how exactly does this secret TRUST exist in the Private, if it was allegedly set up by the PUBLIC Government Agencies, that
were created by the People?! Wow, so the Creators of government are now controlled by what they Created?! An impossibility in
American Juris Prudence!Things that make me go hmmmmm! Show me the person, whoever that may be, that will step forward in a
court of law and claim that there is a TRUST set up in my name, and I guarantee that I will either get that person put in jail by pursuing
a lawsuit, or that person and who they represent will sprint to the early settlement table and pay me tens of millions of dollars to shut
me up by getting me to sign an NDA!…Alphonse
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